
   

               Measurement Guide 

Please use the below information for taking measurements for your custom made Matchimony Bridesmaid 

dresses.  Please fill in one new form for each bridesmaid that you are measuring for. Please note that items take 4-

6 weeks for creation and delivery and are non-returnable as they are custom-made to the individual.  There is also 

a £20 made to measure charge per dress. 

You will require: one full length measuring tape and one retractable tape measure for length.  

Name (Bride)  

Name (Bridesmaid)  

Order Number (if confirmed)  

Date  

 

Measurement How to Measure  Your size (please write in 

here your detailed sizes in 
CM) 

Length 1 Stand up straight against a wall and have a friend extend the 
retractable tape measure from the top of your shoulders (at the 
highest point where they meet your neck) to the full length of 
dress that you would require (kneelength or floor length). Please 
ensure you are wearing the correct footwear 

 

Length 2 Do the same as above but measure from the hollow of the 
collarbone to the full length of dress that you would require 
(kneelength or floor length) 

 

Bust Wrap the soft measuring tape around the fullest part of the bust, 
please do remember not to squeeze in but to allow breathing 
room. Ensure the tape is not gaping between your shoulder 
blades and instead is flush against your back. Please ensure you 
measure this wearing the underwear you intend to wear on the 
day, (our dresses do include a soft padded cups so a bra may not 
be needed for all bust sizes.) 

 

Under Bust Wrap the soft measuring tape around the ribcage right under the 
bust line, please do remember not to squeeze in but to allow 
breathing room. Ensure the tape is not gaping between your 
shoulder blades and instead is flush against your back, this 
ensures a better fit for the ribcage to accommodate the boning of 
our strapless and multiway dresses 

 

Waist Wrap the soft measuring tape around the narrowest part of your 
waist level with your bellybutton. Shift around slightly to ensure it 
is not a tight fit and can accommodate movement 

 

Hips Wrap the soft measuring tape around the widest part of your 
waist, this point is usually 7” to 9” below the natural waistline. 
Shift around slightly to ensure it is not a tight fit and can 
accommodate soft movement of the dress 

 

 


